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Isotropic Vectors of Non-negative Integral Quadratic Forms
H. VON HO¨HNE AND J. A. DE LA PEN˜A
We say that an integral quadratic form q V Z n ! Z of the shape
q.x/ D
nX
iD1
qi x.i/2 C
X
i< j
qi j x.i/ . j/
is a semi-unit form if qi  1 for every 1  i  n. A deflation for q is the linear transformation
T−i j V Z n ! Z n defined by es 7! es if s 6D j and e j 7! e j −ei if qi j < 0. We show that for a non-
negative semi-unit form q V Z n ! Z with corank q D corankCq , there exists an iterated sequence
of deflations T such that Nq D qT satisfies Nqi j  0 for all i; j . Further we describe the lattice of
positive isotropic vectors of the non-negative semi-unit forms q with corank q D corankCq D 2.
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Let q:Zn ! Z be an integral quadratic form of the shape
q.x/ D
nX
iD1
qi x.i/2 C
X
i< j
qi j x.i/x. j/:
Following [8] we say that q is a unit or a semi-unit form if qi D 1 or qi  1, respectively,
for every 1  i  n.
Unit forms play an important role in many fields of mathematics. Our main motivation
comes from the unit forms associated with algebraic structures such as Lie algebras, finite
dimensional algebras and others, see [7, 12, 15]. The study of the roots .x 2 Zn : q.x/ D 1/
and the isotropic vectors of those unit forms provide relevant information on the structure
and properties of the algebras.
For the combinatorial study of unit forms several ‘reduction’ procedures have turned out
to be useful. In [9, 10] the so-called edge reduction was considered. It provides a method
to check if a given unit form is weakly positive or weakly non-negative (see Section 1.2
for definitions). More classical reductions are given by the deflations and inflations of
quadratic forms. Let Ti j :Zn ! Zn be the linear transformation defined by es 7! es if
s 6D j , e j 7! e j  ei , where ei denotes the i th element of the canonical basis. We say
that T−i j is a deflation and TCi j is an inflation for q if qi j < 0 and qi j > 0, respectively.
Inflations were the main tool used by Ovsienko in the proof of several important results on
positive and critical unit forms (see [7, 8, 11, 15] and Section 1.5).
Clearly, deflations preserve positiveness and non-negativeness of semi-unit forms. A non-
negative unit form q with corank q D t is said to have positive corank corankC q D s if
s  t is maximal such that there are isotropic vectors v1; : : : ; vs of q with non-negative
coordinates and which are linearly independent. The first main result of the paper is as
follows.
THEOREM 1. Let q:Zn ! Z be a non-negative semi-unit form. Then corank q D corankC
q iff there exists an iterated sequence of deflations T for q such that Nq D qT satisfies Nqi j  0
for all i; j .
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In particular, if q is a non-negative semi-unit form with corank q D corankC q D s, then
the form Nq in the Theorem is the orthogonal sum Nq0  Nq1, where Nq0 is the zero form in s
variables and Nq1 is a positive unit form in n − s variables.
Of particular interest are the non-negative semi-unit forms q with corank q D corankC q D
2. These forms have played an important role in the representation theory of algebras [12,
14, 15]. Our second main result describes the lattice of positive isotropic vectors 60.q/ D
f0  v 2 Zn : q.v/ D 0g for this kind of semi-unit forms.
THEOREM 2. Let q:Zn ! Z be a non-negative semi-unit form with corankC q D corank
q D 2. Then there are two isotropic vectors v; v0 of q and an integer 0 < m  6 such that
one of the following two situations occur:
60.q/ D Nv C Nv0 C

i
m
.v C v0/: 0  i < m

60.q/ D Nv C Nv0 C

i
m
v C .m − i/
m
v0: 0  i < m

:
In Section 1 we introduce the basic concept of conformality and show Theorem 1. In
Section 2 we obtain a classification result for certain everywhere non-conformal semi-unit
forms of corank two which may be of independent interest. Theorem 2 is shown in Section 3
as a consequence of the classification result of Section 2. In Section 4 we introduce the
concept of tubular unit forms and obtain some examples (related to tubularity see [14, 15]).
1. DEFLATIONS OF SEMI-UNIT FORMS
1.1. Consider an integral quadratic form
q:Zn ! Z; v 7!
nX
iD1
qiv.i/2 C
X
i< j
qi jv.i/v. j/
We denote by Aq the associated symmetric matrix and by q.x; y/ D xt Aq y the correspond-
ing bilinear form.
A quadratic form q as above can be depicted as a bigraph in the following way. The
associated bigraph Gq has vertices 1; : : : ; n; two vertices i 6D j are joined by jqi j j full
edges if qi j < 0 and by qi j dotted edges if qi j > 0; for every vertex i there are jqi j − 1 full
loops if qi  1 and there are qi − 1 dotted loops if qi > 1.
We consider some examples:
(a) Consider the unit forms qi with associated bigraph Gi , i D 1; 2.
G1
1
2
3 4 5
q1.x1; x2; x3; x4; x5/ D
5X
iD1
x2j − x1x3 − x2x3 − x3x4 − x4x5
G2
1
2
3
4
5 q2.x1; x2; x3; x4; x5/ D
5X
iD1
x2j − x1x3 − x2x3 − x3x4 − x3x5 C x4x5:
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Observe that q2 D q1T where T :Zn ! Zn is the linear transformation sending the
canonical basis element ei to ei if i 6D 5 and T .e5/ D e4 C e5.
(b) Consider the unit forms qi with associated bigraph Gi , i D 3; 4.
G3
1
2
3
4
5 q3.x1; x2; x3; x4; x5/ D
5X
iD1
x2j −
X
i 6D3
xi x3 D
X
i 6D3
.xi − 12 x3/
2
G4
1
2
3 4 5
q4.x1; x2; x3; x4; x5/ D
4X
iD1
x2i −
X
iD1;2;4
xi x3:
Observe that q4 D q3T where T :Zn ! Zn is the linear transformation ei 7! ei for
i 6D 5 and e5 7! e1C e2C 2e3C e4C e5. Both forms are non-negative of corank one.
(c) Let A be a basic, finite dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field k.
Then A may be written as a quotient A D k Q=I of the path algebra k Q of a finite
quiver Q by an admissible ideal, see [7]. Let L be a minimal set of generators of I
with L Si; j I .i; j/ and let r.i; j/ D jL \ I .i; j/j. Then the Tits form qA:Zn ! Z
is the integral quadratic form:
qA.v/ D
nX
iD1
v.i/2 −
X
i! j
v.i/v. j/C
X
i; j
r.i; j/v.i/v. j/;
where the vertices of Q are 1; : : : ; n and i ! j runs over all the arrows of Q. For a
survey of the properties and uses of Tits forms in the representation theory of algebras
the reader may see [12, 13].
(d) A Dynkin diagram or extended Dynkin diagram is a graph of full edges of type
An;Dn;Ep, p D 6; 7; 8 or QAn , QDn , QEp, p D 6; 7; 8, respectively. The quadratic forms
associated with Dynkin diagrams are positive and those associated with extended
Dynkin diagrams are non-negative of corank one.
1.2. Let q:Zn ! Z be an integral form as above with qi  1 for all 1  i  n. Then
we get the following simple facts:
(a) If q is weakly positive (i.e., q.v/ > 0 for v 2 Nn − f0g), then q is a unit form and
−1  qi j  1 for i < j .
(b) If q is weakly non-negative (i.e., q.v/  0 for v 2 Nn), then q is a semi-unit form
(in fact, qi 2 f0; 1g for 1  i  n) and −2  qi j  2 for i < j .
(c) The form q is said to be critical if q is not weakly positive but every restriction
q.i/ D q.x1; : : : ; xi−1; 0; xiC1; : : : ; xn/ is weakly positive. By [11] a critical form q
is non-negative of corank one and there exists a sincere vector z 2 Nn such that
fv 2 Zn : q.v/ D 0g D Zz. We recall that a vector v 2 Zn is sincere if v.i/ 6D 0 for
1  i  n.
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1.3. We denote by 60.q/ D f0  v 2 Zn : q.v/ D 0g the set of non-negative integral
isotropic vectors. If q is non-negative, then for v 2 60.q/ we have q.v;−/ D 0 and
hence 60.q/ is a semigroup. In this case, the corank of q or the positive corank of q
is corank q D dimQ fv 2 Qn : q.v/ D 0g or corankC q D dimension of the Q-vector space
generated by 60.q/, respectively.
PROPOSITION 1 ([4]). Let q:Zn ! Z be a weakly non-negative semi-unit form. Then
there are subsets J1; : : : ; Js of f1; : : : ; ng and vectors z1; : : : ; zs 2 60.q/ satisfying the
following:
(a) For 1  i  s, the restriction qJi of q to Ji is critical and rad qJi D ZNzi , where Nzi is
the restriction of zi to its support.
(b) For each v 2 60.q/, there are numbers 1; : : : ; s 2 QC such that v DPsiD1 i zi .(c) If q is non-negative, then q.zi ; z j / D 0 for all 1  i; j  s and corankC q is the
maximal number of linear independent vectors in fzi : 1  i  sg.
(d) If f1; : : : ; ng D Si2L supp zi for some L  f1; : : : ; sg such that q.zi ; z j / D 0 for
i; j 2 L , then q is non-negative.
(e) Assume that there exists a sincere vector in 60.q/. Then q is non-negative and
corank q D corankC q.
The vectors z1; : : : ; zs as in the Proposition are called the critical vectors of q.
1.4. Let q:Zn ! Z be an integral quadratic form. Let i; j 2 f1; : : : ; ng be i 6D j . For
" 2 fC;−g consider the linear transformation
T "i j :Z
n ! Zn; es 7!

es if s 6D j
e j − "ei if s D j .
We say that T−i j is a deflation for q if qi j < 0, and that TCi j is an inflation for q if
qi j > 0. (This notation is taken from [8]. These transformations have also been called small
transformations in [11]. In case qi j D −1, they are direct Gabrielov transformations).
In the examples from Section 1.1 we have q2 D q1T−45 and q4 D q3T−35T−45T−25T−35T−15,
where T−45 is a deflation for q3T
−
35, also T
−
25 for q
3T−35T
−
45, etc.
For the next proposition we denote by 61.q/ D f0  v 2 Zn : q.v/ D 1g the set of positive
roots of q.
LEMMA 1. Let T D T−i; j be a deflation for q:Zn ! Z. Consider q 0 D qT , then we have
(a) If q is a unit form and qi j D −1, then q 0 is a unit form.
(b) If q is weakly positive, then q 0 is weakly positive.
(c) q is positive if and only if q 0 is positive.
(d) If q is a semi-unit form and 0 < −qi j  qi C q j , then q 0 is a semi-unit form.
(e) If q is weakly non-negative, then q 0 is weakly non-negative.
(f) q is non-negative if and only if q 0 is non-negative. In this situation, corank q D
corank q 0.
PROOF. (a): For s 6D j , we have q 0s D qs . Moreover, q 0j D q j C qi C qi j D 1.
(b) and (e): Observe that T maps positive vectors in positive vectors. Hence qT .Nn/ 
q.Nn/ and the claim follows from the weak positivity (resp. weak non-negativity) of q.
(c) and (f) are clear since T is an invertible transformation.
(d): Observe that q 0j D qi C q j C qi j  0 by hypothesis. Since qi ; q j 2 f0; 1g, then
q 0j 2 f0; 1g. 2
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It is an easy exercise to give examples of unit forms q such that q 0 D qT is not a semi-unit
form. For the non-negative unit form q3 in Section 1.2 we have that corankC q3T−53 D 0
while corankC q3 D 1. In Section 2.2 we shall come back to the problem of preservation
of corankC.
1.5. We recall the following results of Ovsienko [11] (see also [7, 8]).
THEOREM 3.
(a) Let q:Zn ! Z be a positive unit form. Then there is a unit form q 0 obtained from q
by a sequence of inflations such that the bigraph Gq 0 is a disjoint union of Dynkin
diagrams.
(b) Let q be a critical unit form. Then there is a sequence of inflations with composition T
such that q 0 D qT has as bigraph an extended-Dynkin diagram.
The critical unit forms have been classified using the method described in the above
Theorem, see [8]. For example, the bigraphs of critical forms q which can be transformed
to the critical form q1 associated to the diagram 1 D QD5 are the following:
1.6. Our purpose here is to show a result similar to Section 1.5 but using deflations.
LEMMA 2. Let q be a weakly positive unit form. Then there is a unit form q 0 obtained
from q by iterated deflations such that q 0i j  0 for all i; j .
PROOF. Let q be a weakly positive unit form. Assume qi j < 0 for some i < j . Then
the deflation T D T−i j for q induces a proper injection T :61.q 0/ ! 61.q/, because
e j 2 61.q/ n T .61.q 0//. Therefore, j61.q/j − n is a bound for the length of any iterated
sequence of deflations for q. 2
1.7. Let q:Zn ! Z be a non-negative semi-unit form and let S be a set of vectors in Nn .
Let a 6D b be two indices in f1; : : : ; ng such that qab < 0. Then we say that S is conformal
with respect to .a; b/ if v.a/  v.b/ for every v 2 S.
LEMMA 3. Let q be a non-negative semi-unit form with corank q D corankC q D s. Let
T D T−ab be a deflation for q and q 0 D qT . If there is a set S  60.q/ which is conformal
with respect to .a; b/ and consists of s linearly independent vectors, then corankC q 0 D s.
PROOF. It is enough to observe that for every v 2 S, the vector T−1.v/ belongs to
60.q 0/. 2
1.8. We shall complete the proof of our first Theorem.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We proceed by induction on corank q D corankC q D s. By
Section 1.6, the assertion is true for s D 0. So assume that s > 0 and let y be a critical vector
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of q. We will show that if j supp yj  2, then there is a deflation T for q such that T−1 y is
a critical vector of qT with jT−1 yj < jyj and corankC qT D s. Transforming q iteratively
by such deflations we obtain a semi-unit form Nq with a critical vector z having supp z D fag.
Then clearly, Nqai D 0 for all i 6D a and Nq is of the shape 0q 0, where 0 denotes the 0-form
in one variable and q 0 is a non-negative semi-unit form with corank q 0 D corankC q 0 D s−1.
Then induction applies to complete the proof.
Assume that y is a critical vector of q with j supp yj  2. Choose a; b 2 supp y such
that qab < 0 and select vectors y1; : : : ; ys−1 2 60.q/ such that y; y1; : : : ; ys−1 are linearly
independent.
If y; y1; : : : ; ys−1 are conformal with respect to .a; b/, we set T D T−ab. By Section 1.7,
corankC qT D s and T−1 y D y − y.b/ea .
Now assume that y; y1; : : : ; ys−1 are not conformal with respect to .a; b/. We may
assume that y.a/  y.b/ and that x.a/ < x.b/ for some x 2 fy; y1; : : : ; ys−1g. Then we
consider the vectors z1; : : : ; zs−1 defined as zi D yi if yi .a/  yi .b/ and zi D .x.a/ −
x.b//yi C .yi .b/ − yi .a//x otherwise. One easily checks that y, z1; : : : ; zs−1 are linearly
independent elements of 60.q/ which are conformal with respect to .a; b/. Then we may
choose T D T−ab as above. 2
1.9. Let q be a non-negative unit form. By Section 1.3, we find critical vectors v1; : : : ; vs
of q such that any v 2 60.q/ is spanned by v1; : : : ; vs . We shall denote by q0 the restriction
of q to
Ss
iD1 supp vi . Observe the following:
 q0 is a non-negative unit form.
 There is a sincere vector in 60.q0/ (indeed, PsiD1 vi is so).
 corankC q0 D corank q0 D s (by Section 1.3e).
2. CLASSIFYING THE NON-NEGATIVE UNIT FORMS OF POSITIVE CORANK TWO
2.1. In this section we shall carefully study some classes of non-negative unit forms with
corank two. We start with some examples.
(a) Let q be the unit form whose bigraph has the following shape:
Then q is non-negative with corank q D 4. There are eight critical restrictions of q
(four of type QA5 and four of type QE6). The vector v with v.i/ D 1 for 1  i  10 is
a sincere vector in 60.q/.
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(b) Consider the unit forms q1 and q2 with associated bigraphs G1 and G2, respectively.
G1:
1
1 1 1 1
1
G2:
2
2
1
4 3
1
1
Both forms q1 and q2 are non-negative with corank two. There are exactly two
critical restrictions of each qi (for q1 there are two restrictions of type QD4; for q2
there is a restriction of type QD5 and another of type QD4). The vectors v1 and v2 whose
coordinates are indicated on the pictures satisfy q1.v1/ D 0 and q2.v2/ D 0.
(c) Let A D k Q=I be a strongly simply connected algebra (in the sense of [16]). As-
sume that g‘ dim A  2 and consider the Euler bilinear form h−;−i defined by
hv;wi DPniD1 v.i/w. j/−Pi! j v.i/w. j/CPi; j r.i; j/v.i/w. j/, with the notation
of example (c) in Section 1.1. Hence qA.v/ D hv; vi.
In [15], the important class of tubular algebras was defined. These algebras play a central
role in the study of polynomial growth algebras, see for example [14]. In [2], it was shown
that an algebra A as above is tubular iff it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) qA is non-negative of corank two.
(ii) There is a sincere vector v 2 60.qA/.
(iii) Barot’s condition: q−1A .1/\ q−1A .0/? D ;, where q−1A .0/? D fv 2 Zn : hw; vi D 0 for
all w 2 q−1A .0/g.
The quadratic form q1 of example (b) is the Tits form qA1 of an algebra A1 (give the
downward orientation to all edges). This is a tubular algebra. The quadratic form q2 is
the Tits form qA2 of an algebra A2 (orientation of all edges from left to right). The vector
v:
10 01 00 0 lies in the intersection q
−1
A2 .1/ \ q−1A2 .0/?, hence A2 is not tubular.
2.2. The following simple remark is fundamental.
LEMMA 4. Let q be a non-negative unit form with corankC q D corank q D 2. Then there
are exactly two critical vectors of q.
PROOF. Let y1; y2 be two critical vectors generating 60.q/. Assume that z is another
critical vector of q. Then there are rational numbers r; s such that z D r y1 C sy2. Since
supp yi (i D 1; 2) is not contained in supp z, then we may assume that r > 0 and s < 0.
But then there is an index a 2 supp y2 which is not in supp y1 and therefore z.a/ < 0, a
contradiction. 2
Let q be a non-negative unit form with corank q D corankC q D 2, then we say that a
deflation T−ab for q is conformal if the set of critical vectors of q is conformal with respect
to .a; b/.
2.3. We state now our main classification result.
THEOREM 4. Let q be a non-negative unit form with corankC q D corank q D 2. Then
there is an iterated conformal deflation T for q such that the restriction q 0 D .qT /0 has
an associated bigraph in the following list. For each form q in the list we indicate its two
critical vectors.
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1
0
0
1( 1 )
( 2 )
2
1 11 1
0
1 1 11
20
02
0
1 11 1
1
2
0 2
1 1
2 0
1 1
1
( 3 )
3 0
2 2 2
1 1 1
0
1 1
2 2 2
3
1( 4 )
3
1 1 1 1 1 1
0
0
1 1 1 1 1 1
3
( 5 )
3
2
1 1 1 1
0 0
2
0
1 1
2 2 2 2
3 3
( 6 )
3
2
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0
0
1
2 2 2 2 2
3 3 3
( 7 )
3 0
1 1 2 2 1 1
0 3
0 3
1 1 2 2 1
3 0
1( 8 )
3 3
2
2 2 1 1
1
0 0
0 0
1
1 1 2 2
3 3
2
( 9 )
4
3 3
2
1
2
0
2
1
0
1
2
3
1
2
3
2
4
( 10 )
4
2
0
1
1 1
1
11
0
2
4
1
1 1
1
11( 11 )
4
3
2
1
23
1 1
0 0
0
2
1
2
3
1
3 3
4 4
( 12 )
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4
3
2
1
2
00
1 2
1
0
21
2
3
4 4
3 2
3( 13 )
3
2
1
0
2
2
1
1
1 0
0
1
2
3
1
1
2
2
2
3
( 14 )
6
5
4
3
2
1 0
4
3
2
0
1
2
3
4
5 6
2
3
4
( 16 )
2 21 11 11 1
5
0
0
5
2 21 11 11 1( 17 )
4
0 4
0
1
11
1
11
1 1
1
11
1
11
1 1( 18 )  
5
4
3
2
1
43
1 2
0
0
1
2
3
4
2 1
4 3
5
( 19 )
5
4
3
2
1
3 3
2 2
0
0
1
2
3
4
5
2 2
3 3
( 20 )
3 0
2 2
1 1
2 2
1 1
0
1 1
2 2
1 1
2 2
3
( 21 )
5
4
3
2
1
32 2
0
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
3 3 2
4( 22 )
4
3
2
1
0
1
3
3
2
2
0
1
2
3
3
4
1
1
2
2( 23 )
4
3
2
1
2 3
3 2 2
0
0
1
2
3
2 1
1 2 2
4
( 24 )
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4
2
3
2 2
1 1 1
0
2
2 2 2 2
3 3 3
4
1
0
( 25 )
2
1 1 3
2 2 0
2
1
1
2 2 0
1
3 211
2
1
( 26 )
4
3
2
1
0
2 2 2
3
1 0 3
1
2
3
4 1
2 2 2( 27 )
3
1
2
1 4
3 0
3
2
1
1
2
3
3
1 4
0 1
2
3
( 28 )
5 3 1
4
3
2
1
0 3
2
0 2 4
1
2
3
4
5 2
3( 29 )
2.4. We consider several examples.
(1) Let q be the non-negative unit form with bigraph G and critical vectors as indicated
below
G:
b1
a1
1 1
2
1
1
0
0
1 0
2
1
2
1
1
Then T1 D T−a1b1 is a conformal deflation for q and q1 D qT1 has associated bigraph
b2
a2
1 1
1
1
1
0
0
1 0
2
1
2
1
1
with critical vectors as indicated. Then T2 D T−a2b2 is a conformal deflation for q1.
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After several conformal deflations we get the form q 0 with bigraph
Observe that .q 0/0 is of the form (1).
(2) Consider the unit form q with bigraph
1
2 3 45
6
7
8
Applying a sequence of conformal deflations for q we obtain q 0 D qT−25T−36T−47 which
is the form (5) in the list in Section 2.3.
(3) Consider the unit form q with bigraph G
1
2
G: G 0:
Then q 0 D qT−21 has bigraph G 0. Observe that .q 0/0 is of the form (2).
2.5. Let q be a non-negative unit form of corank q D 2 and with the two critical vectors
v; v0. We say that q is everywhere non-conformal if for every pair a 6D b with qab < 0 we
have .v.a/− v.b//.v0.a/− v0.b// < 0.
The everywhere non-conformal forms are given by the list in Section 2.3 as we shall prove
in Section 2.6. The following reduction result and that in Section 2.6 imply the theorem in
Section 2.3.
LEMMA 5. Let q be a non-negative unit form of corankC q D corank q D 2. Then q can
be transformed by iterated conformal deflations to a semi-unit form q 0 such that .q 0/0 is
everywhere non-conformal.
PROOF. Let T D T−ab be a conformal deflation for q such that q 0 D qT . Let v; v0 be the
critical vectors of q and w;w0 those of q 0.
Since T−1v; T−1v0 2 60.q 0/ are linearly independent vectors, we obtain
jwj C jw0j  jT−1vj C jT−1v0j  jvj C jv0j;
where jx j DPniD1 xi and jT−1vj D jvj − v.b/. If b 2 supp v [ supp v0, then jwj C jw0j <jvj C jv0j. Hence after the application of at most jvj C jv0j conformal deflations, we obtain
the desired semi-unit form. 2
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2.6.
PROPOSITION 2. Let q be an everywhere non-conformal semi-unit form with corank q D
2 and such that q0 D q. Then q is one of the forms in the list in Section 2.3.
PROOF. (1) Let v and v0 be the critical vectors of q:Zn ! Z. Then we have the following
properties:
(a) supp v [ supp v0 D f1; : : : ; ng.
(b) v.i/ 6D v. j/ for all i; j 2 supp v with qi j < 0.
(c) v.i/ > v. j/ for all i 2 supp v n supp v0 and j 2 supp v0 with qi j < 0.
(d) .v.i/− v. j//.v0.i/− v0. j// < 0 for all i; j 2 supp v \ supp v0 with qi j < 0.
The first assertion follows from q0 D q and Q⊗ rad q D QvCQv0, and the remaining hold
as q is everywhere non-conformal.
The above properties may be interpreted as follows: the semi-unit form q can be obtained
by glueing together (a) two critical semi-unit forms of a special type (b); moreover, the
glueing has to satisfy certain conditions (c and d).
(2) Let P be the set of pairs .p;M/ where p:Zm ! Z is a critical semi-unit form with
critical vector u satisfying u.i/ 6D u. j/ whenever pi j < 0, and M  f1; : : : ;mg is a non-
empty set of indices such that u.i/ > u. j/ whenever i 2 M , j =2 M and pi j < 0. Further,
we denote by T the set of pairs ..p;M/; .p0;M 0// 2 PP with the following property: the
restrictions p.M/ D pjZ f1;:::;mgnM and p0 .M 0/ define the same quadratic form Np:Zr ! Z, and
the critical vectors u and u0 of p and p0, respectively, satisfy .u.i/−u. j//.u0.i/−u0. j// < 0
for all 1  i; j  r with Npi j < 0.
By (1), the pair ..p;M/; .p0;M 0// D ..qsupp v; supp vnsupp v0/; .qsupp v0 ; supp v0 nsupp v//
belongs to T . The only information on q not contained in ..p;M/; .p0;M 0// are the
values qi j for i 2 M , j 2 M 0.
The list in Section 2.3 is obtained by constructing the set T and then looking for those
non-negative semi-unit forms of corank 2 which can be obtained by glueing together p
and p0 along p.M/ D p0 .M 0/ where ..p;M/; .p0;M 0// 2 T .
(3) The complete construction is long and tedious. We shall illustrate the procedure for
those pairs ..p;M/; .p0;M 0// 2 T where p and p0 are critical of type QE6 or QE7.
By [8], we have the following list of critical unit forms p of type QE6 or QE7 with critical
vector u satisfying u.i/ 6D u. j/ whenever pi j < 0. In Fig. 1 every symbol m has to be
read as a complete dotted edged graph with m vertices each of which is connected with the
remaining vertices in the same way as the symbol m is. Moreover, an arrow from vertex i
to vertex j indicates that pi j D −1 and u.i/ > u. j/. It follows that, for any p of the above
list, the elements of P of the form .p;M/ are those where M is a set of ‘sources’, that is,
M consists of one or two vertices on the top of the picture of p, where no arrow terminates.
Next, we collect in Fig. 2 the connected components of p.M/ for the elements .p;M/ 2 P ,
where the orientation is induced by that of p. Now, if ..p;M/; .p0;M 0// belongs to T
then the orientations of p.M/ D p0 .M 0/ induced by p and p0, respectively, are opposite to
each other. This implies that only the first six forms in Fig. 2 can appear as connected
components of p.M/. We infer that a pair ..pi ;Mi /; .p j ;M j // with i  j (the indices refer
to the numbering in Fig. 1) belongs to T iff either i D j 2 f1; : : : ; 6; 9; 15; : : : ; 20; 23g
or .i; j/ 2 f.2; 18/; .3; 19/; .4; 20/g, and the sets Mi and M j consist of all sources of pi
and p j , respectively.
It remains to check which of these pairs ..p;M/; .p0;M 0// 2 T the unit forms p and p0
can be glued together along p.M/ such that the resulting unit form is non-negative of
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FIGURE 1.
corank 2. We illustrate the calculations for the pair ..p19;M19/; .p19;M19// 2 T . We have
the following possible glueings q and q 0 where the coefficients qi j and q 0i j for i 2 fa; bg,
j 2 fc; dg are still not specified.
The critical vector u of p has the following form
1 1
0
3
2 2
0
3
1
2
First we exclude q.
Indeed, if q is non-negative then u and ed are orthogonal and we have the equation
3qad C 3qbd − 2 − 2 − 1 D 0; this is not possible for any qad ; qbd 2 Z. Now let us
examine q 0. If q 0 is non-negative then the following conditions must hold.
q 0ac C q 0bc D 2
q 0ad C q 0bd D 1
q 0bc C q 0bd D 1
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FIGURE 3.
q 0ac; q 0ad ; q 0bc; q 0bd  0:
The first two equalities follow from the orthogonality of u; ec and u; ed , respectively, and
the third from that of u0; eb; the fourth property holds as otherwise q 0 would contain a
restriction of type QQAm . It follows that either q 0bd D 1, q 0ad D q 0bc D 0 and q 0ac D 2, or
q 0bd D 0 and q 0ad D q 0bc D q 0ac D 1. One easily checks that in the first case q 0 has more than
two critical vectors, and in the second case q 0 is indeed non-negative of corank 2; it gives
the unit form number (9) in the list in Section 2.3.
In this way only the elements ..pi ;Mi /; .p j ;M j // 2 T with i D j 2 f1; 4; 5; 6; 15; 19,
20g or .i; j/ D .2; 18/ give a contribution to the list, namely, the unit forms with numbers 4,
5, 3, 10, 11, 9, 8 and 6. 2
3. ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE LATTICE OF ISOTROPIC POSITIVE VECTORS
3.1. Before presenting the proof of Theorem 2, we shall illustrate the result.
Examples
(a) Let q be the form (4) in the List in Section 2.3. It satisfies 60.q/ D Nv C Nv0 C
f i3 .v C v0/: 0  i  2g. On the plane Qv CQv0, the lattice 60.q/ looks as follows
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(b) Let q 0 be the form (11). It satisfies 60.q 0/ D Nv C Nv0 C f i4v C .4−i/4 v0: 0  i  3g.
On the plane Qv CQv0, the lattice 60.q 0/ looks as follows
3.2.
LEMMA 6. Let q be a non-negative unit form with corankC q D corank q D 2. Let
T D T−ab be a conformal deflation for q and q 0 D qT . Let v; v0 and w;w0 be two critical
vectors for q and q 0, respectively. Then 60.q/ D Nv C Nv0 C f i
m
.v C v0/: 0  i  mg iff
60.q 0/ D Nw C Nw0 C f i
m
.w C w0/: 0  i  mg.
PROOF. By Section 2.3, we may choose w D T−1v and w0 D T−1v0. Since T is
conformal, then T−1:60.q/! 60.q 0/ is a bijection. The statement follows. 2
REMARK. Obviously, a similar result holds in case 60.q/ D NvCNv0Cf i
m
vC .m−i/
m
v0: 0
 i  mg.
3.3. Let q be a form in the list in Section 2.3 with critical vectors v and v0. An easy
inspection shows that one of the following situations occur:
(a) Let w be the vector w.i/ D 1 for all 1  i  n. Then v C v0 D mw, where
m D v.i/C v0.i/, for any i D 1; : : : ; n.
(b) v − v0 D m, for some vector  with −1  .i/  1 for all i and m D maxfjv.i/ −
v0.i/j: i D 1; : : : ; ng.
In the two cases, 1  m  6.
LEMMA 7. If case (a) happens, then 60.q/ D Nv C Nv0 C f i
m
.v C v0/: 0  i < mg. If
case (b) happens, then 60.q/ D Nv C Nv0 C f i
m
v C .m−i/
m
v0: 0  i < mg.
PROOF. (a) Let u 2 60.q/ and write u D v C v0 with ; 2 QC. Since u D
mwC .− /v0 and v0.a/ D 0, w.b/ D 1 D v0.b/ for some a 6D b, we obtain that m and
 C .m − 1/ are integers. Write  D i
m
C s for some 0  i < m, s 2 N and  D i
m
C t
for some t 2 N. Then u D sv C tv0 C i
m
.v C v0/.
(b) Let u 2 60.q/ and write u D vCv0 for some ; 2 QC. Since u D .C/v0Cm,
and v0.a/ D 0 D . j/ for some a 6D j , we get that  C  and m are integers. Write
 D i
m
C s for some 0  i < m, s 2 N and  D − i
m
C t for some 0 < t 2 N. Then
u D sv C .t − 1/v0 C i
m
v C .m−i/
m
v0. 2
3.4.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let q be a non-negative unit form with corankC q D corank q D
2. By Sections 2.5 and 2, there is a sequence of conformal deflations for q with composi-
tion T such that .q 0/0 is everywhere non-conformal (and hence in the List in Section 2.3).
Since 60..q 0/0/ D 60.q 0/, then the result follows from Sections 3.3 and 3.2. 2
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4. TUBULAR UNIT FORMS
As we have recalled above, an important example of unit forms q with corankC q D
corank q D 2 is given by the Tits forms of tubular algebras. We introduce here the concept
of tubular unit form and examine the list in Section 2.3 for tubularity.
4.1. Let q:Zn ! Z be a unit form. An orientation ! of q is a permutation !: f1; : : : ; ng
! f1; : : : ; ng. Associated with q and ! we consider the bilinear (non-symmetric form)
hu; vi!q D
Pn
iD1 u.i/v.i/ C
P
!.i/<!. j/ qi j u.i/v. j/. In particular, we have: q.u; v/ D
1
2 .hu; vi!q C hv; ui!q / and q.u/ D hu; ui!q .
A pair .q; !/ is said to be a tubular pair if the following conditions are satisfied:
(T1) q is non-negative of corank two.
(T2) There is a sincere vector v 2 60.q/.
(T3) q−1.1/ \ q−1.0/?! D ;, where q−1.0/?! D fv 2 Zn : hu; vi!q D 0 for every u 2
q−1.0/g.
REMARK. (1) The pair .q; !/ is tubular if and only if it satisfies (T1), (T3) and (T2)0:
corankC q D 2.
PROOF. If .q; !/ is tubular, by Section 1.3, corankC q D corank q. Assume corankC q D
2. Again Section 1.3 provides two linearly independent critical vectors v1 and v2. Then
fv1; v2g generates the vector space q−1.0/. If v D v1 C v2 is not sincere, there is a
vertex j with v. j/ D 0. Consider the (non-symmetric) matrix B! D .bi j / such that bii D 1
and bi j D qi j if !.i/ < !. j/ for i 6D j . Then B! is invertible and we may define
p j D B−t! e j . We obtain hp j ; vi i!q D ptj B!vi D etjvi D vi . j/ D 0, for i D 1; 2. Moreover,
q.p j / D ptj B! p j D p j . j/ D b j j D 1 which contradicts (T3). Hence v is sincere. Since q
is non-negative, then v 2 60.q/. 2
REMARK. (2) Tubularity is not independent of the orientation as the following example
shows:
!1:
1
2 3 4 5
6
!2: 1
2
3 4 5
6
u:
0
1 1 0 0
1
For the orientation !1 the pair .q; !1/ is tubular (in fact, it is the Tits form of a canonical
algebra in Section 2.1). For the orientation !2 we can show that v 2 q−1.1/ \ q−1.0/?!2 .
4.2.
PROPOSITION 3. Any form q in the list in Section 2.3 accepts an orientation ! such that
the pair .q; !/ is tubular.
PROOF. For any form q in the List in Section 2.3 we shall consider a downwards-
orientation !, that is, if
ij
j
is an edge in the bigraph of a form, then !.i/ < !. j/.
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Using the algorithm [3] and its computer implementation, we have checked that, with the
above orientations, the forms (1)–(29) are tubular. We shall briefly indicate the main steps.
Let q:Zn ! Z be a non-negative unit form with corank q D 2 and two critical vectors v
and v0.
(a) There is a finite set S formed by vectors x 2 Zn with q.x/ D 1 and minimal with
the property that for any y 2 Zn with q.y/ D 1, there exists x 2 S such that either
x C y 2 q−1.0/ or x − y 2 q−1.0/.
(b) Assume hv; v0i!q D 0. Then q−1.1/ \ q−1.0/?! 6D ; iff there is some x 2 S with
hx; vi!q D 0 D hx; v0i!q .
(c) Assume r D hv; v0i!q 6D 0. Then q−1.1/ \ q−1.0/?! 6D ; iff there is some x 2 S
such that the vector 1
r
hx; vi!q v0 − 1r hx; v0i!q v has integral coordinates. 2
REMARK. (1) The computer implementation of the algorithm [3] used in the above proof
is available under request or as part of the CREP package at Bielefeld, Germany.
(2) For a tubular form q:Zn ! Z in Section 2.2, the cardinality s of the set S as indicated
in the above proof is given as follows (see also [3]):
n s
6 12
8 36
9 63
10 120
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